
Department of Medical     April 4, 2022 

and Microbiology, IMBIM 

 

 

 

Present: 

Catharina Svensson, head of department and chairman 

Eva Andersson, SO, Fire Protection, Environment and Chemicals Representative, D9:3 repr 

Veronica Hammar, secretary, SO, C8:3 repr 

Tove Hoffman, A9:3 repr 

Karin Hjort, D7:3 repr, SO 

Natalia Papadopoulos, B11:3 repr 

Arianna Cocco, D11:3 repr 

Ann-Marie Gustafson, B9:3 repr, from point 4 

 

SO = safety officer/skyddsombud 

 

 

Notes IMBIM's working environment group (Arbetsmiljögrupp, AMG) 

1. The previous minutes was followed up. Water filter has been installed in A9: 3, the 
water in the other corridors was ok. 
 

2. Catharina informed about the Covid-19 situation at IMBIM, BMC and UU.  
 

3. Eva informs: 
KLARA - group accounts will be deleted and replaced with own logins. 

 

This year's environmental report shows that carbon dioxide emissions from business 

trips have decreased by 85% during the period 2019 - 2021. Digital meetings have 

increased from 2 per year per person in 2019 to 142 per person in 2021. The entire 

report can be read on Medarbetarportalen. 

 

The climate survey conducted in 2021 showed that one of the areas where we have 

disrupted climate emissions is through our purchases. 

 

4. Safety inspection 2022; February 8. Eva and Catharina completed the safety 
inspection. Eva and Veronica conducted a follow-up on March 22. Minutes from both 
occasions have been sent out to all group leaders and AMG. 
Note! It is important that all corridor representatives are present in their own 
corridor, in the event of an obstacle, a replacement must be appointed. 
 
The cleaning of labs, offices and toilets is not satisfactory. Until the next AMG 
meeting, each corridor collects comments (pictures and text) for compilation and 



then takes it on to BMC's “huvudskyddsombud”. Catharina again addresses the 
problem in the “intendenturstyrelsen”. 
 
Tove reported that a five-year inspection has been done of the P3 lab, it was a bit 
delayed due to Covid-19. 
 

5. The work environment plan/arbetsmiljöplan was updated, Veronica sends out an 
updated document to the group and publishes it on IMBIM website. Until next 
meeting, everyone should read through the first two pages and come up with any 
changes and additions. Arianna reported that their cold room has been fixed, a new 
wall has been set up. 
 

6. It is still a problem that packages are delivered to the wrong corridor. Veronica 
addresses the problem with the goods reception and Stefan Djurström.  
 

7. IT products ordered by the IT department should also be delivered to them to reduce 
the risk of packages being lost, Veronica addresses the issue with BMC-IT. 
 

8. CPR courses are offered by Previa and IMBIM on three occasions during April and 
May, information has been sent out via e-mail. 
 

9. Due to the situation in Ukraine, all groups are urged to review any equipment that is 
not on the UU network. 
 

10. IPhA has requested mental illness as a theme as part of the upcoming IMIBM days. 
Karin, Tifaine and IPhA will meet Previa to see what they have to offer. 
 

11. Karin will leave AMG this summer and will be replaced by Ulrika Lustig. 
 

12. AMG's information on the website needs to be updated, Veronica will take care of it. 
 

 

By the pen, Veronica 


